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In polygynandrous species, males face the trade-off between the pursuit of increased

mating opportunities and securing paternity. Within such systems, males need to

accurately assess the social composition of the local environment to maximize fitness.

Here, we investigated this capability in the water strider (Aquarius remigis), a semi-aquatic

insect known to exhibit a broad spectrum of mating behaviors and inhabit a socially

diverse and changing environment. Using a combination of methodological designs

to track both within- and between-subject effects, individuals remained in same-sex

housing prior to being exposed to slightly biased operational sex ratios (2:1 vs. 1:2)

with or without prior cohabitation to determine the effects on mating duration. Results

show that males were sensitive to these subtle differences in social conditions, mating for

longer periods within male-biased environments, but this was true only under conditions

with prior cohabitation. In particular, when individuals could acclimate to the testing

environment, mating duration dropped precipitously in female-biased conditions. These

findings do not support the view that male water striders have consistent behavioral

syndromes, and instead show that individuals are able to differentiate between, and

adaptively respond to, small changes in the local sex ratio. In addition to improving our

understanding of the plasticity of male mating behavior in this species, this study offers

new insights for future laboratory research studying reproductive competition across a

diverse range of polygynandrous animals.
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INTRODUCTION

Male fitness is typically associated with the number of
reproductive partners acquired (Parker, 1979; Gavrilets et al.,
2001; Chapman et al., 2003). However, in scenarios where both
sexes mate with multiple partners (polygynandry), individual
matings are not a guarantee of success because of sperm
competition (Rubenstein, 1989; Kvarnemo and Ahnesjo, 1996).
Therefore, although prolonged mating periods and mate
guarding might seem counterintuitive as other potential mating
opportunities are lost, extended mating duration and shielding
of females can increase the chances of paternity from any given
mating (Parker, 1970; Alcock, 1994; Kvarnemo and Ahnesjo,
1996; Danielsson, 1998).

The common water strider (Aquarius remigis) provides a
model system for the study of mate competition and plasticity
as it displays a spectrum of reproductive behaviors (Rubenstein,
1989; Jabłonski and Kaczanowski, 1994; Rowe et al., 1994;
Jablonski and Vepsäläinen, 1995; Vepsäläinen and Savolainen,
1995; Vermette and Fairbairn, 2002; Arnqvist and Rowe, 2005).
Males are known to mate with females from as short as 15min
to over 10 h (Sih et al., 2002), and freely migrate across social
environments that vary considerably in population density and
sex ratio (Krupa and Sih, 1993). Mating behaviors have shown
to vary based on food availability (Clark, 1988), predation risk
(Sih et al., 1990), pool/group size and composition (Montiglio
et al., 2017; Sih et al., 2017), as well as access to other mating
opportunities (Krupa and Sih, 1993). In particular, mate duration
tends to be longer in male-biased environments, whereby males
benefit by maximizing the paternity success of rare mating
opportunities (Clark, 1988; Krupa and Sih, 1993; Han et al.,
2012; Wey et al., 2015; Montiglio et al., 2017). To date, research
examining the role of sex ratio on A. remigis mate competition
has used between-subjects comparisons across exaggerated sex
ratios (of at least 3:1, and vice versa) or only compared male-
biased conditions to equal sex ratios.

Here, we employed both within- and between-subjects design
comparisons, taking an individual-level approach to investigate
the plasticity of male mating behavior when exposed to slightly
male- and female-biased sex ratios (2:1 vs. 1:2) with or
without a period of cohabitation. Considering that individuals
freely disperse among social groups in natural populations
(Eldakar et al., 2010a), we predicted that males would accurately
assess differences in social composition and demonstrate
flexibility in their reproductive behavior. Specifically, we
hypothesized males would mate for longer periods within male-
biased conditions, and that, consistent with observations in a
similar species (G. lacustris; Jablonski and Vepsäläinen, 1995;
Vepsäläinen and Savolainen, 1995), this difference would be
more pronounced following a period of cohabitation in the
testing environment.

METHODS

Experiment 1
A total of 101 (63 male, 38 female) water striders were collected
at the end of May 2018 from a stream that runs through Marcy,

New York. Striders were individually marked with a colored oil-
based paint on their dorsum, and separated by sex into housing
pools (63.7× 56.5× 13.1 cm; 5 cmwater depth) that were aerated
to maintain the surface tension. Females were housed in one
pool, whereas males were evenly distributed across two separate
pools. A foam raft was provided for resting and striders were fed
crickets ad libitum.

Behavioral testing occurred 2 days later and continued for 2
weeks. Using three additional pools with the same dimensions,
one male-biased pool (6:3) and two female-biased pools (3:6)
were created each testing day. Starting at 1055 h, selected males
were placed into the testing pools for 5min, at which point
females were introduced. Using a within-subjects design, males
were first tested in one sex-biased condition and a second time
4–6 days later in the opposite condition (order counterbalanced).
Initial selection of males for testing was performed randomly,
with an equal number of individuals being exposed to both
conditions each day. Due to reduced mating opportunities in the
male-biased pools, males failing to mate during initial testing
were tested up to two times in this condition. Females were
distributed randomly across trials, but were not tested on 2
consecutive days.

During testing, pools were continuously scanned to identify
the start and ending of all matings. Mating duration for
each male was measured in minutes, and this was averaged
in the case of multiple matings within the same condition.
Observations concluded at 1500 h, and striders were
returned to the sex-specific housing pools. The final sample
included 36 males.

Experiment 2
The day after Experiment 1 ended, 45 of the same striders
(21 males; 24 females) were distributed randomly across five
testing pools of the same dimensions to form two male-
biased and three female-biased conditions with the same
operational sex ratios (6:3; 3:6), where they remained for
the entirety of this experiment. After 3 days of continuous
cohabitation, pools were observed for 2 days between 1000 h
and 1600 h every 15min to identify mating pairs and record
mating duration. Thus, unlike Experiment 1, striders could
acclimate to the social conditions prior to testing. Outside
observation periods, striders were provided rafts for resting and
fed large crickets ad libitum. Two males in the male-biased
pools failed to mate during testing, and thus the final sample
included 19 males.

Analyses
Mating duration was compared between sex ratio conditions
separately in Experiment 1 and Experiment 2 using Generalized
Linear Mixed Models (GLMM), with condition as the fixed
factor and individual ID, testing group, and days contained
within the same-sex housing prior to testing (Experiment
1) entered as random factors. To assess the effects of
cohabitation on mating duration, a separate GLMM was
run including condition and experiment as fixed factors
and individual ID and testing group as random factors.
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Correlations were performed to assess the degree of within-
subject plasticity in mating duration between conditions
and experiments. Total mating duration (in min) was
constrained by the respective observation windows (240
and 360min), and matings that lasted <15min (Experiments
1 and 2) were considered unsuccessful and not included
in the analysis since they rarely result in ejaculation or
sperm transfer (Rubenstein, 1989; Campbell and Fairbairn,
2001). For Experiment 1, exclusion criteria also included
any matings that were forcibly separated, or disrupted, by
rivals (Eldakar and Gallup, 2013).

RESULTS

Experiment 1
Ninety-six matings (55 female-biased; 41 male-biased) occurred
during testing. Although males mated for slightly longer in the
male-biased pools compared to the female-biased pools (median:
227.50 vs. 216.50min), this difference was not significant [F(1, 70)
= 1.682, p = 0.199]. In addition, there was no correlation
between the mating duration observed in one pool and the other
(r36 =−0.209, p= 0.222).

Experiment 2
Fifty-one matings (27 female-biased; 24 male-biased) occurred
during testing. Unlike experiment 1, there was a significant
difference inmating duration between these conditions [F(1, 18) =
14.444, p = 0.001]. In particular, median mating duration within
the male-biased pools was over 2.5 times longer compared to the
female-biased pools (77.50 vs. 30.00 min).

Comparison Between Experiments
Within-subjects data across both experiments revealed
significant main effects for both sex ratio [F(1, 34) = 12.663;
p < 0.001] and cohabitation [F(1, 34) = 27.503; p < 0.001],
with longer mating durations in male-biased conditions
and with no cohabitation. There was also a significant
interaction between these two factors [F(1, 34) = 9.640; p
= 0.004; Figure 1]. Pair-wise comparisons revealed that
following a period of cohabitation, mating duration was
significantly shorter in the female-biased pools compared
to all other conditions (p < 0.01). No other comparisons
were significant. In addition, there was no correlation
between the mating duration observed in Experiment 1
and Experiment 2 across the same sex ratio conditions
(r19 =−0.126, p= 0.609).

DISCUSSION

As predicted from the polygynandrous mating system, and past
research in this area (e.g., Clark, 1988; Arnqvist, 1992; Jablonski
and Vepsäläinen, 1995; Vepsäläinen and Savolainen, 1995), male
water striders were capable of detecting slight differences in the
operational sex ratio and adjusted their reproductive behaviors
accordingly following a period of cohabitation. Here, we show
that previous cohabitation magnified observed differences in
mating duration as a function of the operational sex ratio.
We speculate that male isolation from females via sex-specific
housing, which is typical within comparable laboratory studies,
is likely to influence subsequent male mating behaviors by
temporarily increasing mating duration over baseline (1:1 sex
ratio) conditions. As a result, there was no difference in
mating duration across the two conditions in Experiment 1.

FIGURE 1 | Box plots depicting mating duration across different sex-ratio conditions for males tested in both Experiment 1 (max 240min) and Experiment 2 (max

360min). There were significant main effects for sex-ratio condition and experiment (i.e., cohabitation), as well as an interaction between these factors. Median and

quartiles presented (**p < 0.01).
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In contrast, prior cohabitation with females in Experiment
2 allowed males to assess the social surroundings. This
modification resulted in a robust difference in mating duration
between conditions, with males mating for significantly less
time within the female-biased environments. Although these
manipulations are not entirely reflective of natural settings, which
permit free-movement between groups, our findings suggest
that behavioral adjustments in response to slight changes to
the social environment are more likely to be identified with
extended cohabitation.

Although the focus of this report was on male behavior,
females have been shown to influence the duration of mating
pairs in related species. In members of a similar genus, Gerris,
for example, mating ends once the male withdraws his genitalia
(Rowe, 1992; Vepsäläinen and Savolainen, 1995; Rowe and
Arnqvist, 1996; Arnqvist and Danielsson, 1999; Danielsson,
2001), but the post-copulatory guarding phase terminates with
a struggle initiated by the female (Rowe, 1992; Vepsäläinen and
Savolainen, 1995). In contrast, A. remigis water striders have
excessively large male genitalia along with reduced counter-
adaptation by females (Andersen, 1997; Fairbairn et al., 2003).
Males inflate their phallus inside of the female for the entire
duration of the pairing, and once sperm transfer is completed
the male releases and the pairing ends without any post-
copulatory mate guarding (Campbell and Fairbairn, 2001).
These effects, coupled with the fact that we tracked individual
males and randomly assigned females across treatments, suggest
that differences reported here are due to male behavior.
Nonetheless, it remains possible that A. remigis females do
alter mating duration (Weigensberg and Faribairn, 1994, 1996;
Sih et al., 2002), and thus future research could examine how
the sexes influence this outcome under differing operational
sex ratios.

The revelation that ejaculation occurs at the end of matings
in A. remigis, as opposed to near the beginning, calls into
question the purpose of extended mating if not for mate
guarding. Nonetheless, mating females are still effectively
removed from access to rival males regardless of when
sperm is transferred, which should benefit mating males in
highly competitive environments under natural conditions with
dispersal. In addition, female water striders can store sperm
for up to 24 days post-mating (Rubenstein, 1989), supporting
the observation that mating duration does not reliably predict
paternity (Vermette and Fairbairn, 2002). These findings suggest
that sperm competition could play a greater role in this species
than previously suggested.

The sequential testing of experimental conditions is a
limitation to this study. For example, it remains possible that

slight aging or prior mating experience influenced subsequent
behavior. While previous research has shown that individual
differences in male mating behavior remain consistent across
the mating season (Eldakar et al., 2009, 2010b), the current
findings demonstrate substantial variability in mating duration.
Future research could investigate how varying periods of
cohabitation alter mating duration and whether individual
differences influence this response (Wey et al., 2015; Montiglio
et al., 2017). In addition, while this is the first study to

our knowledge to compare differences in mating behavior
between 2:1 and 1:2 sex ratios in this species, further
research could investigate the point at which males can
reliably discriminate between sex ratios departing from 1:1
(e.g., 2:3 vs. 3:2, or 4:3 vs. 3:4).

In sum, we used varied methodological approaches to study
the plasticity of mating strategies in male water striders based
on slight differences in operational sex ratio. Building upon
previous research in this area (e.g., Clark, 1988; Arnqvist, 1992;
Jablonski and Vepsäläinen, 1995; Vepsäläinen and Savolainen,
1995), these findings reveal that water striders possess both the
ability to accurately assess the local competitive landscape, and
the behavioral flexibility expected for a species that inhabits
heterogeneous stream environments with dynamically changing
social conditions.
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